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How to properly combine jet data ?

Methods / tools ?



See also:
http://indico.ictp.it/event/7641/session/23/contribution/53/material/0/0.pdf
http://www.hep.caltech.edu/~fcp/statistics/averaging/combSyst070413.pdf
and htpst://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2017/05/09/combine-1.pdf

Naïve approach: Weighted average

Is it hard to combine measurements with limited stats or including data points that are/can be less 

precise than others (eg ALICE vs ATLAS or CMS) ?

Not necessarily a blocking factor. There are statistical methods which allow the data to be combined 

correctly taking into account their respective uncertainties.

IMO the simplest way to do it, is to use a weighted average in order to take into account the 

difference in stats of the measurements that we are combining).

A weighted average Assigns to each measurement xi a weight wi and the average is then

A better way (that can be considered as step forward), could be to use x2 minimizations (Aware of 2 methods : 

using an offset or using a full covariance matrix - Thanks Matt!).

There are also more elaborate/precise methods which are used by our colleagues in particle physics - based on a 

binned likelywood (we could try doing that which could be their first application in our field). I know 2 main 

frameworks that are out there: the BLUE method and the Convino Framework (used for B physics as well as for 

Higgs searches – See next slide).

Note / caveat (Thanks Marco!):  If N experiments do a measurement with similar uncertainties, the resulting 

uncertainty will only decreases by a factor of 1/sqrt(Nexp).

http://indico.ictp.it/event/7641/session/23/contribution/53/material/0/0.pdf
http://www.hep.caltech.edu/~fcp/statistics/averaging/combSyst070413.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2017/05/09/combine-1.pdf


Product of likelywoods vs the BLUE method
Binned Likelywood : product vs the BLUE Method (communly used for Higgs and b physics 

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1777620
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.00422.pdf

Note: acceptance factors have to be included . Correlation are not (fully) taken into accounts.

http://twiki.ihep.ac.cn/twiki/view/CMS/CombineTutorial#Overview

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1777620
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.00422.pdf
http://twiki.ihep.ac.cn/twiki/view/CMS/CombineTutorial#Overview


Eg Output from the BLUE method
Using the Top quark mass

For more: 
https://blue.hepforge.or
g/Bluemanual.pdf

What about a combined plot with the jet x-section average?

https://blue.hepforge.org/Bluemanual.pdf


New program for combination of (differential) quantities 
• Maximum-likelihood approach 
• Models data-driven constraints 
• Incorporates BLUE functionality and adds possibilities 
• Accounts for correlations between uncertainties within and in-between measurements
- it allows to deal with pT dependent / differential distributions (e.g jet x-sections, Raa,..)

- it can also handle correlations between syst uncertenties (which are not that easy to estimate for jets) using a matrix (in addition to handling 
correlations between data points) 

• Provides simple user interface (text-based or C++ classes directly interfaced to ROOT classes) 
• Direct graphical representation of output 
• Pre-compiled binaries on CERN lxplus:  /afs/cern.ch/user/j/jkiesele/public/Convino

The Convino framework

 Likely a good choice however it reacquires 
the use of the covariance matrix (returned by 
ROOUNFOLD::Ereco() during unfolding) to 
properly handle correlations.
For more detiails see: 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/537012/contribut
ions/2371759/attachments/1375589/2089975
/20161122_open.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.01681

Eur. Phys. J. C 77, 792 (2017).

https://indico.cern.ch/event/537012/contributions/2371759/attachments/1375589/2089975/20161122_open.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.01681


Technically challenging but very interesting task:

• All 4 experiments have their own strengths (for ALICE we benefit from our good PID & low pT capabilities allowing to make measurement with 
a good momentum and energy resolution (using the ITS the TPC and/orr the EMCal/DCal) and their weaknesses (limited statistics for ALICE 
high pT measurements (runs 1 and 2). 

• Jets are defined in a different way in all 4 experiments
• Methods used to subtract the large and  fluctuating PbPb background are sometimes different
• Corrections procedures may also be different 

⇒ this initiative will likely ease communication between experimentalists and theorists. This should result in a better understanding of our 
measurements by the community which should help producing reliable deliverables 

⇒ Combined data might also help constraining model calculations

Some possible deliverables / observables, we could consider to compare (see next slides for the first attempts) and/or to combine (as a function of jet 
pT, y or sqrt(s)) may include:

• jet RAA

• Pb-Pb jet spectrum (or combined jet spectra ratios) and/or Fragmentation function measurements 
• pp jet cross section and/or fragmentation functions
• HF-jets with low pT point from Alice and high pT point data from CMS

Side notes: 

• Taking care of the jet y or of the jet R dependance, may require extrapolating data by relying on a theoretical model or by using a data driven 
procedure

• A Scaling taking into account e.g the fraction of energy which may not be experimentally measured (e.g charged to neutral fluctuations, K0L,...) 
could also be needed.

• Possible drawbacks: 

-Depending on the observable, combining our data might not help reducing stat/sys uncertainties by a large factor       

-Experimental cuts might induce some non perturbative effects (e.g leading track cuts) which are difficult to deal with  

Combination & comparisons of results: Jets



In practice… how to compare/combine data

The binning matters  (might be an issue for the unfolding) 
To properly do the job, we have to have access to the covariance matrix 



Possible deliverables / jets at the LHC

Focus on : Xsection / RAA / Fragmentation functions
(more in backup)



Possible deliverables / jets at the LHC : Jet spetra in PbPb

Eta/rapidity range often diferent between experiments  study how to scale?



Possible deliverables / jets at the LHC : RAA

James Mulligan PhD 2019

Note: to go a step further towards better comparisons:a few 
more scalings would help (rapidity range often not the same 
@ LHC ,….)



Possible deliverables / jets at the 
LHC : ATLAS vs CMS FF@2.76 TeV

ATLAS Coll. arxiv:1406.2979 

At 2.76 TeV: ATLAS Enhancement at large z not clearly seen on that CMS plot (+ result not fully unfolded)

 Interesting discrapency should start by checking the pp reference (also easier to unfold/correct)

CMS Coll arxiv:1406.0932
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mailto:FF@2.76
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932


ATLAS arXiv:1805.05424 Possible deliverables / jets at the LHC : ALTAS: jet FF in PbPb @ 5.02 TeV

ATLAS Coll

At 2.76 TeV: ATLAS Enhancement at large z not seen by CMS 

(previous slide)

At 5.02 TeV: In central collisions (0-10%): enhancement at low pT, 
suppression at intermediate pT, enhancement at high pT in all jet pT
bins 
In peripheral collisions (60-80%): the magnitude of these 
modifications decreases
No jet pT dependence 
No CM energy dependence: jet FF comparable between 2.76 and 
5.02 TeV
A small dependence with rapidity  observed

CMS measurement not available yet at 5.02 TeV
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.05424


A few First comparisons

Focus on pp first : spectra, Fragmentation, HF jets :



CMS measurment exists but for R=0.7 (arxiv::1212.6660)

2nd comparison: pp Cross section (low jet pT R=0.4) ALICE vs ATLAS @ 7 TeV

Comparison between ALICE & ATLAS
Work started by Oliver BUSCH (ALICE)

- Phys. Rev. D 99, 012016 (ALICE Coll)
ATLAS Collaboration
Phys. Rev. D 84, 054001 

Data : 
- ATLAS Collaboration
https://www.hepdata.net/record/57805
- ALICE:
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1693308?v
ersion=1&table=Table1

Work in Progres

Next: separate syst uncertenties in order to be able
to do a proper combinaison using Convino

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.99.012016
https://www.hepdata.net/record/57805
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1693308?version=1&table=Table1


pp data ALICE compared to ATLAS 

Fist comparison: pp FF ALICE vs ATLAS @ 7 TeVCMS only published Xi

May plot the z distribution….

ATLAS Coll. arxiv::1109.5816 ALICE coll. arXiv:1809.03232

Work in Progres

Next: separate syst uncertenties to be able to do a proper combinaison using Convino

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03232


3rd comparison: B-jets in p-Pb @ 5 TeV/c (low pT ALICE / High pT CMS)

Complementary pT range between

ALICE (low pT) Data as a root files (thanks Hadi)

And 

ATLAS (high pT)

https://doi.org/10.17182/hepdata.72511.v1/t17

Could be combined quite easily (even using a simple weghted average if the binning is adjusted/properly used) 

Hadi Hassan PhD

https://doi.org/10.17182/hepdata.72511.v1/t17


Published in PhysRevC.90.024908 
Plot from Frank Ma (PhD Thesis)
http://web.mit.edu/mithig/theses/
Frank-Ma-thesis.pdf

Possible next step: Jet Fragmentation functions at the LHC in pp

ATLAS: only z is published
could plot XiALICE  Mengliang Wang PhD Thesis

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2295217

https://www.hepd
ata.net/record/ins
1511869?version=
1&table=Table1

CMS R=0.3
CDF  R=0.28

Correction procedure / selections to be compared carefully

M.Wang PhD Frank Ma PhD

http://web.mit.edu/mithig/theses/Frank-Ma-thesis.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2295217


• Few people were contacted (both theorists and experimentalists)

A few of you replied saying that they were interested in contributing / following jet related comparisons/combinaisons at LHC in the 
HonexComb context. That’s very good!

For sure, properly comparing/combining is sometimes not a trivial task as jets definitions could be quite diferent (not mentioning background 
(fluctuation) estimation procedures): 

• Taking care of the jet y or of the jet R dependence, may require extrapolating data by relying on a theoretical assumption or by using a 
data driven procedure

• A Scaling taking into account e.g the fraction of energy which may not be experimentally measured (e.g charged to neutral fluctuations, 
missing K0L,...) could also be needed.

• Possible drawbacks: 

-Depending on the observable, combining our data might not always help reducing stat/sys uncertainties by a large factor (e.g when 
using the weighted average method)       

-Experimental selections/cuts (to be cross checked carefully possibly starting with a quick MC) often induce some non perturbative 
effects (e.g leading track cuts) which are sometimes difficult to deal with and will quite often vary across LHC experiments and 
measurements 

 Today we discussed about some methods that should allow to properly combine jets measurements: the convino framework is 
able to deal with correlations and should be a good candidate) and discussed which observable we could/should select as a 
deliverable. 

 In practice Pb-Pb data are often harder to unfold so pp is a good choice to start with.

 A few comparisons using pp data where shown.

 In any case / At least we should document why it is or not possible to make a given combination/comparison easily (e.g jet 
definitions among experiments may be too different depending on the observable) and try to come up with some 
recommendations on how to make measurements which would/will be easier to compare/combine. This could help the field. 
(Thanks Martin)

 More people are always welcome to join in order to aim doing more!

Summary



• CMS pp jet cross section 

- 2.76 TeV arXiv:1512.06212

- 7 TeV: arXiv:1212.6660

- 8 TeV: arXiv:1609.05331

- 13 TeV: arxiv:1605.04436

- ATLAS pp jet cross section

- 2.76 TeV arXiv:1304.4739

- 7 TeV arXiv:1112.6297

- 8 TeV arXiv:1706.03192

- 13 TeV arXiv:1711.02692

- ALICE jet cross section

- Full jets @ 2.76 TeV: arxiv.:1301.3475

- Charged jets @ 5 TeV : arxiv:1905.02536 

- Ful jets @ 5 TeV : 1909.09718

- Charged jets @ 7 TeV : arXiv:1809.03232
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A Selection of References

CMS Jet cross section 
- PbPb @ 2.76 TeV: arXiv:1609.05383

CMS Jet FF
- pPb: CMS PAS HIN-15-004

- PbPb inclusive @ 2.76 TeV : arxiv:1406.0932

- PbPb z jets: CMS PAS HIN 19 006 
ATLAS jet FF
- 5 TeV: pp arxiv:1706.02859
- 7 TeV arxiv:1109.5816 
- 13 TeV arXiv:1906.09254v2
- PbPb: inclusive 2.76 TeV: arxiv:1406.2979 arxiv:1702.00674
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1511869

- 5 TeV: arXiv:1805.05424
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1673184

- PbPb Gamma Taggd

https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.06212
https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.04436
https://arxiv.org/abs/1304.4739
https://arxiv.org/abs/1112.6297
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03192
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.02692
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.09718
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03232
https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.05383
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.0932
https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/redir.aspx?C=gpvnnK0dlYZ3Ht2bmnrjEGTbxR5WmlHEN4JCAEdxUc__4QojYG3YCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2farxiv.org%2fabs%2f1702.00674
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1511869
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.05424
https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1673184


Backup



For x < 2 same scalling as for z.
At higher x (small z), maximum :’hump-backed plateau’ 
suppression of low momentum particle production by QCD 
coherence
With increasing jet pT, the area of the distributions 
increases (higher particle multiplicity in jets),
maximum shifts to higher values of x
This observation is in qualitative agreement with MLLA

x (2.76 / 7 TeV) 

M.Wang M.Estienne A.S ALICE Coll. O. Bush ALICE Coll  
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identified z distrbutions
O. Bush O. Busch, BAH, M. Ivanov, X. Lu ALICE Coll 
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Fair agreement with PYTHIA8 (soft QCD)

are far from POWEG+PYTHA6  for high z values 

ALICE HF FF : D0 &Lc

Good agreement with POWEG+PYTHIA6 for 15<pT<50 GeV/c 

ALICE Coll

ALICE Coll
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ATLAS 13 TeV: FF Quarks vs Gluons 
ATLAS Coll

pp Data compared to PQCD (Pythia8, 

Herwig, sherpa)

Jet flavor defined by hardest parton 

associated to the jet (theoretical issues 

leading to uncertenties) 

ATLAS Coll

arXiv:1906.09254v2
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LHCB z & J/psy in jets

LHCB Coll

LHCB Coll

Phys Rev. Lett 118 19

Axiv::1904.08878

Prompt result do not agree with LO-NRQCD 

(Pythia8)

B-hadrons fragmentation is consistant with Pythia 8 

Predictions Transition from non perturbative

(low jt) to perturbative tail (hight jt) 

is visible Similar for all jet pt bins

3 jet pt bins

Independent of jet pt (scalling) 

at high z

Divergence at low z (kinematic / 

phase space) 

Sensitive mainly to light 
quark fragmentation 26



First measurement of the jet fragmentation function

moments 
√s = 2.76 TeV.  Charged jets, 5 < pT < 60 GeV/c R=0.2.R=0.4, R=0.6

First measurement: Jet fragmentation moments in pp collisions @ 2.76 TeV

Reference for future Pb-Pb measurements

New analytical method to deal with background 

fluctuations

N=0: scaled number of constituents
increases with pT

jet

N=1, FFM=1 

For N >1, opposite 

trend

Good agreement between data 

and PYTHIA Perugia 11 

Cacciari et al Eur.Phys.J. C73 (2013) 2319  

(arxiv:1209.6086), “Jet fragmentation function moments 
in heavy ion collisions

Adocated to facilitate the 
correction of background effect 
(via subtraction and 
deconvolution) that are known 
to be large in HI.

Strong dependence of the FFM
distribution vs R   

M.Wang M.Estienne A.S ALICE Coll
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ATLAS Coll. (2018)

ATLAS: jet FF in pA : no mod?

No FF modification observed in pA collisions 

UE Substracted

No UE Substraction

CMS PAS HIN-15-004
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ATLAS Jet Raa @ 5.02 TeV



ATLAS pp cros-section 

arXiv:1805.05424 JHEP 09 (2017) 020

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.05424


CMS PAS HIN 19 006 & arXiv:1902.10007

ALTAS: z taged jet FF

Excess of low momentum particles and 

depletion of high pt particles

Similar to gamma-tagged correlations

Need to improve jet medium response to jets 

SCETg describes the data 

The hybrid model with medium wake under

estimate the data at intermediate pT
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Gamma taged jet FF

Energy redistribution into soft particles (multiple 
scattrting, gluon radiation and medium excitation)

Excess of lox pt particles (many due to medium 
response) and depletion at high pt in central collisions 

(similar behaviour at RHIC for y-h correlations)

See talk by  J. Belichikova HP2020
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HL-LHC: L~10^34 cm-2s-1

Same order of magnitude expected for the EIC
Current unc. Compared to projected onces

HL-LHC 

White paper

FF@HL-LHC
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